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Objectives
Process for Career-Focused 
Pathway Development
Understand the steps for implementing 
(a data- and stakeholder-driven) 
career-focused pathway development 
process

Resources
Gather templates, 
tools, and resources 
for designing 
career-focused 
pathways

Models, Maps, Tools
Gain tricks/tips for 
developing competency 
models and program 
design/redesign tools

Design Principles
Learn design 
principles for 
career-focused 
pathways

What are Your 
Objectives?
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How are you Guiding Students’ on a Successful 
Journey?

Launch

How are students onboarded to  
immediately enter a program of  
study (aligned with informed career  
goals), know requirements for  
success, and have resources in place 
to complete their journey?

Navigate

In what ways does the  
college help students  
navigate their pathway,  
minimizing time/credits to  
credential completion? How  
will their pathway be  
personalized to them?

Course Correct
How are students  
continually monitored to  
provide pro-active  
feedback so they stay on  
course?

Success  
Formula

How are curriculum/co-curricular  
activities designed, integrated,  
delivered to ensure students  
graduate proficient in 
marketable  and 21st Century 
competencies?

Solutions
How are solutions, including  
technology, incorporated to  
“systematize” and “innovate”  
pathway delivery?

Work Ready/  
Future Ready

In what ways are students 
engaged  in career-related 
experiences that  broaden, 
deepen competencies;  including 
future work skills?

Boost

When students graduate, what does their  
resume reflect about their journey at  your 
college? How does it differentiate them...  help 
them stand out... give them a boost?

How are students  
transitioned to careers… 
to their next step in 
their journey?

Soar

Source:  Drummond, M.  (2016).  Career Pathway Journey from the Students’ Point of 
View.
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8 Design Principles
Guided Pathways +  
Competency Building

Ground Pathway 
Development in 
Research

Human-centric 
Design is Essential

Involve Key Stakeholders 
(internal and external)

Develop Frameworks, 
Models to Guide 
Pathway 
Development

Integrate Co-curricular 
Learning Activities to 
Expand Students’ 
Competencies and Career 
Experiences

Backwards 
Design Starting 
with Students’ 
End Goals

Design and 
Implement an 
Integrated Approach
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Design Principle
● Human-centric design 

is essential
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Human-Centric Design is Essential…
Human-Centric 
Design (HCD) 

methods involve 
the perspective 

of students in all 
steps of design, 
problem-solving, 

and 
implementation 

processes
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Design Principle
● Guided pathways + 

competency building
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Ensuring Career Success: 
 

Credential Completion through Guided Pathways AND 
Career Readiness through Competency Building

Gu
id

ed
 P
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hw
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s

Com
petency Building
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Career-Focused Pathway DNA
Guided Pathways
Clear, coherent programs and maps 
with specific course sequences, 
progress milestones, and learning 
outcomes that guide students into 
and through college to credential 
completion, employment

Support Structure
Extensive set of interdependent, 
integrated strategies and services 
that promote students’ academic 
success and close educational 
opportunity gaps by targeting 
academic and non-academic 
achievement barriers

Co-Curricular Engagement
Intentional co-curricular 

projects, activities, services, 
and resources to augment 

learning and increase student 
competencies

21st Century, 
Competency-based 

Curriculum
Structured sequence of learning 

and experiential activities prepare 
students with 21st competencies 

for 21st century careers 10
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Prepare
Career-focused pathway 
development requires shared 
vision/understanding,  commitment, 
and participation of key 
stakeholders at each step of 
process

1
Research

Evidence and data provide the 
foundation for developing 
career-focused pathways

2
College stakeholders engage in design 
thinking, modeling, user-centered 
design practices, and more to create 
an institutional roadmap for 
implementing career-focused 
pathways spanning the entire student 
journey

3
Design

Six Steps for Developing 
Career-Focused Pathways
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Build
Intentionally structured and 
integrated sequence of courses, 
experiential learning activities, 
and integrated co-curricular 
enhancements form 
career-focused pathways

4
Launch5

Evaluate

Ongoing and intensive review 
of pathway implementation, 
competency gains, and 
student success is conducted

6

Supportive policies, processes, 
resources, structures, etc. are 
established to ensure efficient and 
successful implementation of 
career-focused pathways

Six Steps for Developing 
Career-Focused Pathways
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Prepare
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Design Principle
●Involve key stakeholders
●(internal + external)
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Stakeholders  for
Career-Focused Pathway Development

Faculty & Subject Matter 
Experts

Business & Industry Reps

Counselors/Advisors/Support 
Staff

Administrators

Instructional 
Designers

Current Students & Recent 
Graduates

• Sample employer/industry advisory meeting agenda is available in the 
Toolbox.  Refer to the Competency Model-Pathway Industry Advisory 
Meeting Agenda document.
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Design Principle
● Ground pathway 

development with 
research

18
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Research Areas

Demographic and Socio-Political

Economic, Industry, Labor Market, 
Occupational

Technological

Other Higher Education Providers, 
Competition, Alternatives
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are seeking a more direct link between learning and 
work/career

Today’s and Tomorrow’s Learners

• Born 1995 to 2010 (ages 6-21)
• Roughly 2 billion youth

Generation Z Learners*

• Wired for fast delivery of content, 
data, and images from computers

• Want hands-on options and practical 
skills with employer internships

• Have preference for digital learning
• Dislike lecture-based classrooms
• Want their education customized
• Expect to work, learn, and study 

whenever/wherever
• Love to explore using own route – 

design own course of study

Learning Preferences**

• enables them reach 
their ideal career 
position in the shortest 
amount of time

• provides links to labor 
markets

• puts them in touch with 
relevant employers and 
prepares them for their 
career transition

Majority of Students Want Career 
Connected-Learning

of today’s postsecondary 
students are looking for a 
learning provider that:

57%

Sources:
* Kingston, A. (2014, July 15). Get Ready for Generation Z: They’re smarter than Boomers, and way more ambitious than the Millennials  
Maclean's. Retrieved from http://www.macleans.ca/society/life/get-ready-for-generation-z/  ** Renfro, A. (2012, December 5). Getting 
Smart. Retrieved January 6, 2015, from Meet Generation Z: http://gettingsmart.com/2012/12/meet-generation-z/  ** Northeastern 
University. (2014, November 18). Innovation Imperative: Meet Generation Z.  Innovation Imperative Series. Retrieved from 
http://www.northeastern.edu/innovationsurvey/pdfs/Innovation_Summit_GenZ_PollRes_KeyMess.pdf

Source:  Ladd, H. R. (n.d.). Recognizing the diverse needs of today's students: Part I of a 
two-part series. The Differentiated University. The Parthenon Group. Retrieved from: 
http://www.parthenon.com/GetFile.aspx?u=%2fLists%2fThoughtLeadership%2fAttachm
ents%2f85%2fThe%2520Differentiated%2520University_WP_web_final.pdf 
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Generation 
Alpha

Class of 2030

5 Generations of Learners
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California and U.S. is Aging
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What are Implications of 5 Generations of 
Learners for Career-Focused Pathway 
Design?

● Both prefer flexible routes to their end goals

 ● Both will choose to work in the Gig Economy
• consider developing programs/options for high-demand 

gig jobs

• consider incorporating gig skill-building in existing 
programs

● What are careers for older population and 
what education/training will they need?
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Market Research Objectives

In Demand and Emerging Occupations

In-demand, Transferrable, 21st 
Century/Future Competencies (KSAs*)

Employment Requirements

Required/Desirable Certifications

*Knowledge, Skills, 
Abilities
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Industry, Labor Market Sources
● U.S. and State Sources
● Economic Modeling (Aggregated) Sources - EMSI
● “Real-Time” Sources
● Employer Sources
● Socially-Sourced - LinkedIn

 
• Lists and links to research sources are available in the Toolbox.  Refer to the Labor Market Research Sources document.
• Information on locating certifications is located in the Toolbox. Refer to the Locating Certifications Information document.
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•

21st Century/Future Skills
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Example Pathway Framework
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Industry

Occupation-
Clusters

Competencies

Specializations

Occupations for Individuals 
with Degree in Psychology and/or English

28
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Core Competencies for Occupations 
for Psychology and/or English 

Graduates

Industry

Occupation-
Clusters

Competencies

Specializations
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Activity
From what you’ve seen so far, 
take a picture of the one thing 

you think is essential
for implementing career-focused pathways at your college.

What are you aiming your camera at?

30
30
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Design Principle
● Develop frameworks, 

models to guide pathway 
development
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Got Model?
●Purpose:

Shared vision, understanding
Brand the pathway approach at your college
Illustrate how the whole is bigger than the sum of the parts
Communication tool with stakeholders – particularly students
Serves a roadmap for pathway development and implementation

●Elements of Successful Models:
Developed with stakeholder engagement (including students)
Level of detail is sufficient enough to tell the complete story (balancing 
act)
Stands on its own, is easily understandable – self-explanatory to 
user/reader
Provides context and insights as to what strategies, activities are core to 
the pathway(s)
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Potential Pathway Framework
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Ensuring Career Success: 
 

Credential Completion through Guided Pathways AND 
Career Readiness through Competency Building

Gu
id

ed
 P
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s

Com
petency Building
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LATTC Advanced 
Transportation And 
Manufacturing 
Pathway

Diesel Technology 
Programs of Study 
Competency Model

• The complete competency model is 
available in the Toolbox.  Refer to the LATTC 
Diesel Tech Program Competency Model 
document.
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Pathways/ 
Competency 
Model 
Example

Source:  Oregon Health & Science 
University, School of Medicine

• Competency model examples are available in the Toolbox.  Refer to 
the Competencies and Competency Model Examples document. 37



Competency model 
framework is used as 
foundation/reference 
point for pathway design

Competency Model 
Framework

Identify at what 
point competency 
proficiencies are 
sufficient for 
employment in field 
of study

Proficiency 
Milestones

Compare existing 
curriculum to 
competency model 
framework – identify 
gaps and outlying 
content

Curriculum 
Mapping

Horizontal alignment  - 
competencies cross 
courses, disciplines, 
programs
Vertical alignment – 
competencies build upon 
pre-existing knowledge 
and/or prior 
competencies 

Horizontal & 
Vertical Alignment

Occupational 
profiles, horizontal & 
vertical alignment 
and proficiency 
milestones are used 
to determine where 
to stack and lattice 
credentials

Stack & Lattice 
Courses/Programs

Competency-Based Curriculum/ 
Program Development
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Design Principle
● Integrate co-curricular 

activities to expand 
students’ competencies 
and career experiences
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Experiential Learning

Prior Learning Assessment

Demonstration Projects, 
Research

Intensive 
Skill-Building
Activities

Work-based Learning 
(Internships, cooperative 

education, service learning, etc.)

Mentoring

College/Pathway Onboarding Activities

Note: co-curricular and curricular activities should be 
integrated to enhance student competency 
attainment but also to save student time and 
resources

Co-Curricular Learning 
Activities

Co-curricular learning activities 
should be purposively designed 
and delivered con-jointly with 
course activities and included in 
academic/pathway maps and 
other materials provided to 
students. Learning outcomes 
resulting from co-curricular 
learning activities extend beyond 
academic and personal and also 
include 21st Century/Future 
competencies.  Conditions for 
optimizing co-curricular learning 
should also utilized such as 
pre-activity student orientations, 
student learning agreements, 
student self-reflections, and 
planning/debrief meetings with 
students.

• Tips and resources for co-curricular learning activities are available in the Toolbox. 40



Design Principle
● Backwards design 

starting from students’ 
end goals

41
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Design 
Pathways with 
End Goals in 
Mind
What a robust 
career-focused pathway 
looks like for the student

Guided Pathway 
Milestone

Curricular 
Enhancements

Integrated, 
Co-Curricular 
Learning

42

• LATTC’s Diesel Tech student resume 
and cover letter is available in the 
Toolbox.  Refer to the Resume and 
Cover Letter Example_DieselTech 
document.



ACTIVITY:
What Will Your 

Students’ 
Resume Look 

Like?
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• This resume activity is available in the 
Toolbox.  Refer to the Resume-Letter 
Exercise document.
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Activity
Looking at the resume,

take a picture of the one thing 
you think is essential

for implementing career-focused pathways at your 
college.

What are you aiming your camera at?  

What do you need to include in your pathway 
model?
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Design Principle
● Design and implement an 

integrated approach
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Internship

Capstone Research Project

Design Lab

Curricular/Co-Curricular Learning 
Integration

47
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Student Journey Mapping

• Journey mapping templates and instructions are available in the Toolbox. 48



How are you Guiding Students’ on a Successful 
Journey?

Launch

How are students onboarded to  
immediately enter a program of  
study (aligned with informed career  
goals), know requirements for  
success, and have resources in place 
to complete their journey?

Navigate

In what ways does the  
college help students  
navigate their pathway,  
minimizing time/credits to  
credential completion? How  
will their pathway be  
personalized to them?

Course Correct
How are students  
continually monitored to  
provide pro-active  
feedback so they stay on  
course?

Success  
Formula

How are curriculum/co-curricular  
activities designed, integrated,  
delivered to ensure students  
graduate proficient in 
marketable  and 21st Century 
competencies?

Solutions
How are solutions, including  
technology, incorporated to  
“systematize” and “innovate”  
pathway delivery?

Work Ready/  
Future Ready

In what ways are students 
engaged  in career-related 
experiences that  broaden, 
deepen competencies;  including 
future work skills?

Boost

When students graduate, what does their  
resume reflect about their journey at  your 
college? How does it differentiate them...  help 
them stand out... give them a boost?

How are students  
transitioned to careers… 
to their next step in 
their journey?

Soar

Source:  Drummond, M.  (2016).  Career Pathway Journey from the Students’ Point of 
View.
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Questions
?????
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Career-Focused Pathways Toolbox
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Link to Open the Toolbox

www.tinyurl.com/LATTCcareertoolbox

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/u3pfpit3804dbja/AABuQJJXLNfnoZC8iyyHklzUa?dl=0

